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The Corona Fashions and Faux Pas of 2020
BY LISA BELL

When we talk about 2020 as the
worst year ever, we mean many
entangled things: A pandemic.
The death and economic
destruction caused by the
pandemic. The pandemic's
governmental mismanagement
and perhaps even the ways the
pandemic has exposed our social
system's failures. But there is also
another side to this crazy
pandemic, the fashion faux pas
during this period!
MASK UP!
Masks are a vital measure to
suppress transmission and save
lives. Masks are used as part of a
comprehensive 'Do it all! '
approach, including physical
distancing, avoiding crowded,
closed and close-contact settings,
good ventilation, cleaning hands,
covering sneezes and coughs, and
more. Masks became our
protective weapon and our
fashion accessory! If you wanted
to, you could accessorise your
mask with rhinestones, you could
paint pictures on them, or you
could choose a more demure
plain coloured mask. Dependent
on the excursion, the mask was
worn like a warm coat in midwinter! Without it was not an
option!
FROM LOUNGEWEAR TO
EVERYDAY WEAR!
For many of us, spending more
time at home meant returning
our court shoes and Sunday best
dresses to the back of the closet
and opting for cosy slippers
instead. There was no need to
dress up for long days cooped up
inside, so we opted for more
obviously comfortable choices
like sweat pants, slouchy t-shirts
and often, anything relaxed and
elasticised. Pyjamas became a

hot favourite and were no longer
just for sleeping either. Thanks to
quarantine, they've become
appropriate for lounging around
the house as well. What was the
rush to get up, get showered and
get dressed if we were going
nowhere?
GETTING DRESSED FOR YOUR
CAMERA APPOINTMENT
Not only were we making fashion
changes, but we were also
'seeing' people in a very different
way. Zoom video calls, WhatsApp
video chats and FaceTime were
most popular as it was the way
we could still see our family and
friends without leaving our couch!
But there was a sense of "let's get
dressed" for this occasion.
Whether we added a spot of
lipstick or mascara or shaved our
beards, this was an occasion to
allow fashion and etiquette to
trump comfort! We wanted to
look our best for these precious
moments of reconnection.
FASHION CLEAR-OUTS AND
REINVENTIONS
During the pandemic, people

around the world were desperate
to use their time constructively.
Baking became a favourite
pastime, as did knitting, sewing
and crocheting. Clean-ups and
cleanouts of our clothing
wardrobes were a daily
occurrence, and very often, we
saw opportunities to reinvent style
and fashion with what we already
had in our closets! Old t-shirts
were rebirthed with a tie-dye spin
to it, and jeans went from boring
and bland to bling and grand with
crafty add ons to make them look
as good as new. And rather
fashionable at that!
The pandemic certainly has taken
its toll on our society. Still, if we try
to find the silver lining in every
cloud, many fashion experts will
agree; we were tested and tried
and had to make do with the
fashion items we had.
New fashions may not have been
born from your closet, but if you
wanted to change up your outfit,
you did so with what you had at
home.
Proof that fashion stems from
individuality!

FROM THE CHAIR

FROM THE
CHAIR
TOM KNIGHT
In the early months of each calendar year, the
Management of the Oasis Resort Property
Owners' Association (ORPOA) and the Directors
review and agree on the Operating budget for
the new financial year, starting on 01 April each
year.
The process also includes a review of capital
projects, mainly upgrades and improvements to
maintain and how to improve the Lifestyle
offering of Oasis, and aimed at meeting this
luxury resort's vision.
These improvements and upgrades are funded
by reserves accumulated by the Stabilization
Fund, Depreciation provision and Planned
maintenance reserves.
One major priority identified this year was to
accommodate our management in office space
that satisfies, and encourages efficiency.

“Shoot

This Office project is in progress at present.
We will keep you informed of the other projects
when they are motivated, costed and authorised by
the Board of the ORPOA.
The global COVID-19 pandemic is ever-present with
news of a “Third Wave” threatening. With no
apparent definite plan for the vaccine “Roll Out” as
yet, please observe all the standard protocols and,
above all, “Stay Safe”.

Tom Knight

for the moon.

Even if you miss, you'll
land among the stars.
Norman
Vincent Peale

”

FROM THE MANAGER'S DESK

From the
Manager's Desk
BY SHARON LOYNES

Dear Residents
Welcome to the hustle and bustle of April 2021!
April is the start of our new financial year, which
means a lot of work had to be done behind the
scenes to complete the financial checks and
balances for the previous year - a very unique year
indeed! Following on from this was the planning
and costing for the budgets to be set for the new
financial year for a range of projects identified by
the Team.
Projects identified for 2021 are mainly securitybased and focused on our luxury factor as we hope
to upgrade the social areas such as the Clubhouse
lounge, coffee shop and Restaurant – so look out
for more news on these.
Our staff are excited with their uniforms that will
see a new look and fit for the luxury Resort in 2021.
MAINTENANCE MATTERS
After 2020, I think it is fair to say that we have all
learnt to roll with the punches. From the start of
2021, we have had the ‘expected unexpected’ from
Eskom regarding load shedding – which everyone
has taken in their stride. This was also true when
planned maintenance by CoCT turned into an allnighter late in March, and Residents and staff
coped calmly without electricity for almost 12
hours. Extra attention is being given to the
generators to ensure that they can support our
needs in times like these.
We have also had to contend with the lack of water
due to the challenges faced with Potsdam's nonpotable supply. While we use municipal water –
sparingly – to maintain our thirsty plants, the
gardens have suffered a little, and we are grateful
when a little rain falls. However, this did impact two
of our ponds where we were forced to do urgent
maintenance, resulting in a very smelly surrounding
for a few days. Eric and the gardening team
relocated our lilies to alternate ponds to save them
and tried to do so with the fish as well, however
with less success. Even Charlie, the Heron, and our
Egyptian Geese came to inspect what was going on!

Thank you to our Residents for their patience and for
bearing with us. We hope that our ponds will soon be
back to their former glory.
The bridge close to Palm Grove has also seen a revamp
in the last month. To Residents who had to travel the
long way to get to the pool and other activities from
Palm Grove and Palm Springs, I am sure you agree that
it was well worth it. Treatment of other woodwork and
bridges is ongoing.
The projects at Palm Royale and Palm Grove are well
underway, and we look forward to their completion. Our
Concierges have been kept very busy at the Gatehouse
in the mornings with the additional admissions and have
coped well with this challenge.
Our new facilities Manager, Andrew van Rhyn, has
settled in. While he has had a busy month getting to
know the different towers, Trustees and Residents, he is
now starting the enormous task of planned
maintenance – both for a current and a ten-year plan.
LIVE, LOVE, DREAM …
21 March was Human Rights Day in South Africa. As I
read a third batch of contributions from our Concierge
staff for this Nexus, I thought of the meaning of Human
Rights – not in the sense of the definition provided in the
constitution or internationally; but rather as the right to
have dreams, no matter who you are or what hand life
has dealt you. While the brief to staff is to tell us about
their lives - then and now – the common denominator in
all their articles is the same. Each contribution is
supported by the silver thread of dreams – then and
now. Their dreams may have changed, but they have
each held onto the right to dream – a few even giving
wings to these dreams, studying and achieving some
result towards their future; and we are humbled and
proud that they allow us to share in their hopes and
dreams.
BACK TO LIFE
It has been several weeks since the country and Oasis
has seen the return to Level one, and many of our
activities are back to the normal – safety protocols
observed. Lynn and her team have been responsible for
some enjoyable moments and meals in the Clubhouse,
and we are excited for what she has in store for us for
the future. Hopefully, we can allow a dance one of these
days!
We wish all our Residents a wonderful April and enjoy
the special days however you choose to celebrate them!

Sharon Loynes

WILLIAM'S WORDS

William's Words
Oasis is again becoming busier than ever with
various projects on the go, often simultaneously,
making the days go faster ☺.
The highlights are that the GM’s office is taking
shape, and I am sure that Sharon will be so relieved
to have more space to work in soon. Then there is
the redecoration work at Palm Royale and the roof
maintenance at Palm Grove, which is going well.
ALL HANDS-ON DECK
Andrew (Facilities Manager) and Lynn (Food and
Beverage) are settling in nicely at Oasis, and with
Hilary at reception being another great addition, the
team definitely feels stronger. And, with Andre at the
Head of Security, we are able to cope with the ‘new
normal’. It is great having many hands-on decks.
I think I need to mention that Andre (and there are
many others) assisted greatly during the strict
lockdown period, implementing systems for COVID19, screening people and just keeping us well
informed. If we look at the overall statistics, it seems
that Oasis has and is surviving this pandemic. Keep
safe and continue wearing your masks.
SPARE KEYS
We are busy with a spare key check via Andre and his
team. We encourage Residents to supply us with a
spare key that ensures prompt responses in
emergencies.
A reminder that the safes are code protected, and
the codes will be changed by management once
accessed. If accessed at night, the code will be
changed the following morning. This system works

BY WILLIAM MCMURTRIE

well and has proven vital after hours.
LOAD SHEDDING
The recent load shedding at Oasis has led to us
replacing a couple of UPSs to ensure that
telephones, internet, and DSTV restore properly
after outages. Power outages can have a detrimental
effect on equipment in general, and we encourage
Residents to use surge protector plugs for their
electronic appliances in their apartments
(Fridges/TVs/Washing Machines/decoders etc.).
These are just some of the items we have seen
people struggling with after load shedding, and I
myself just replaced a power supply on my DSTV
decoder due to having had no surge protection.
GOING AWAY?
Please continue to keep us informed when you go
away for extended periods, preferably via the office,
but if you are leaving after hours, notify the
Concierge.
The same applies if you are expecting contractors,
deliveries, or parcels, as this ensures our dailies'
smooth operations.
We are busy with an access card audit. If we see no
movement on a card for an extended period of time,
the card will be deactivated. We can and will
reactivate the card once we confirm who it belongs
to but do feel secure knowing that dormant cards
will not remain activated on the system.
Best Regards,
William

SERVING YOU – SECURING YOU

Serving You,
Securing You.
BY ANDRE VAN WYK

BY ANDRE VAN WYK

In March, we celebrated Human
Rights Day, which reminded me
of the many rights I personally
enjoy but take for granted daily.
I guess the right that plays a
paramount role in my life is the
right to safety. In the South
African Bill of Rights, it is
enshrined that we have the right
“to be free from all forms of
violence from either public or
private sources”.
I now want to draw your
attention to how we are
committed to keeping Oasis a
safe place where all rights can
be freely enjoyed and where our
Residents can be their best
selves.
Let us start at the beginning and
focus on The Oasis Main Gate,
specifically our At The Gate
Scanning System (ATG). The
Oasis Main Gate is a hive of
activity with vehicles and
pedestrians continually entering
and exiting. The ATG System is
what our Concierges currently
employ at the Main Gate and is
best suited in meeting our
requirements in an Access
Control Management System.

Why do we use the ATG
Scanning System?
The ATG Scanning System is
an effective tool to monitor
and record the volume of
traffic that passes The Oasis
gates;
It has facilitated the
significant decrease in paper
usage as visitors in vehicles
do not sign in on a sign-in
sheet;
It is integrated with The
Century City Property
Owner’s Association Security
Operations Centre (S.O.C),
and that affords us access to
real-time events and
improving response times to
Century City crime alerts;
The ATG Scanning System is
compliant with the
Protection of Personal
Information Act (POPIA).
What happens when our
scanning device scans
information, and how does it
benefit Oasis?
The information scanned by
the ATG device is stored in a
database in compliance with
the POPIA;
Because the Oasis’ ATG
Scanning System is
integrated with the S.O.C, if
the scanned details are

flagged (the vehicle is under
surveillance or suspected of
being involved in a crime),
the S.O.C. will immediately be
alerted and will act
accordingly;
The concierge at the Oasis
Gate will receive an alert as
well and will prevent access
to Oasis grounds for that
vehicle;
All the above happens in an
instant and allows us to act
effectively on real-time
information.
This has been a brief
introduction to some of the
technology currently employed
at the Main Gate. I am looking
forward to sharing more
snippets of the various systems
with you in the future, whether
about man or machine.
In conclusion, I would like to
congratulate Team Leader Patric
Ndlovu, who recently passed his
Information Technology Course.
Since the beginning of the year,
Patric has been studying and
attending classes; however, this
has not detracted from the high
quality of service he has
continually delivered as an Oasis
Concierge Team Leader. Well
done!

GREENING OASIS

BULLETIN #13 : Earth Days at Oasis 20 – 22 April
BY THE GREENING TEAM AT OASIS

Since the founding of Earth Day –
officially 22 April – in 1970,
environmental awareness has
grown exponentially, galvanised in
recent years by alarmed
environmental scientists and
millions of young people inspired
by Greta Thunberg’s persistent
efforts to alert everyone to the
climate crisis. In 2020, over 100
million people worldwide were
involved in marches and
celebrations to honour the Earth.
(Google Earth Day for more)
Your Oasis staff and the Greening
Team have lined up three events to
demonstrate our commitment to
the essential cause of proper
waste disposal, attended by one or
more of the dedicated
entrepreneurs and experts who
deal with our waste. On show,
among other exhibits, will be the
earth-enriching compost created
out of the organic waste from our
and many other Cape Town
kitchens by Y-Waste – destined for
the new Oasis herb garden.

ROLL UP! ROLL UP!
To celebrate our recycling
achievements, backed by
Century City and the Cape Town
Municipality, and learn what
happens to the waste that leaves
our community – less and less of
which is dumped into unsightly,
polluting smelly landfill.
Best of all, stand a chance of
winning a copy of David
Attenborough’s most recent book,
A Life on our Planet: My Witness
Statement and a Vision for the Future
and other prizes.
More details of who is speaking
and demonstrating each day will
be announced as the month
moves on.

FEBRUARY 2021 OASIS WASTE ANALYSIS

One thing is certain: How society
lives, works, commutes, consumes,
convenes, and deals with its
ecological problems has
permanently changed. And we
need to change with it, being more
mindful of the future of our green
and beautiful world and of those
who follow us.
“What will our descendants say
of us, years from now? How will
we be judged? Will they stand in
the dust of a scorched and
hostile world, surrounded by the
ruins of all that exists today, and
think that we, who could have
saved the earth, were thoughtless
vandals, too selfish or too stupid
to turn back? Will the future
know us as the generation who
pushed everything too far, on
whose watch the world began to
fall apart, who had so little
courage and wisdom that we
turned away from our
responsibilities? Or will they lie in
the cool green light of the oak
trees we planted and be proud of
us, the generation that pulled
things back from the abyss ... ?”
– Extract from English Pastoral
by James Rebanks, Cumbrian
farmer and writer

thank you oasis! making a positive difference together!

STAFFING AROUND

Meet the Staff
BY ANDRE VAN WYK

"I believe that attitude speaks more than words.
I have also learnt that a friendly environment
aids in nurturing personal growth and success.”
- Guy Bissila

I’m Guy. Originally from Congo.
I joined The Oasis Resort as a Concierge in 2017. Whilst on this
journey at Oasis, I realised that the world is filled with people with
varied cultures and personalities and that I had to adapt quickly to my
new work environment to keep Oasis a warm and friendly place.
There is no other place where one’s horizons are broadened than in
the school of life. The cheerful experiences I have gained at Oasis
have allowed me to build my own personality positively.
My future intentions are to build my own organisation as I am
studying Logistics and Supply Chain Management.
Oasis has taught me the art of caring by having a positive attitude as I
believe that attitude speaks more than words. I have also learnt that a
friendly environment aids in nurturing personal growth and success.
As I was part of the team during the hard lockdown of April 2020, I
lived and worked on-site at Oasis. I would like to take this opportunity
to thank Oasis’ Residents for their support I received during that
difficult time.
Best Regards!
Guy

GUY FRANCIS BISSILA
CONCIERGE

XOLILE (NICHOLAS)
MATYESINI
XOLILE (NICHOLAS)
MATYESINI
CONCIERGE
TEAM LEADER
- CONCIERGE

"I am always working
towards improving the
standard of service
I can provide daily.”
- Patric Ndlovu

I was born on 27 March 1975 in the Eastern Cape in a town named Elliot.
I’m a South African citizen and the third born in a family of six with two
brothers and three sisters.
I completed my Grade Nine at Indwe High School. In 2005, I decided to
come to Cape Town, and I am currently staying in Makhaza, Khayelitsha,
where I live with my wife, Anita, and four children.
The reason I decided to relocate to Cape Town was so that I could study
Business. I completed a welding diploma which I used to start a Security
Gate Manufacturing business. Unfortunately, the business was not
enough to sustain my family and me, so I decided to search for
something better.
By the Grace of God on 1 June 2008, I joined a good team here at Oasis. I
really enjoy working at Oasis and look forward to learning as much as I
can. I am always working towards improving the standard of service I can
provide daily. It has been 13 years now, and I continue to learn new
things and meet interesting people. I am looking forward to the
interesting people I will meet along the way.
- Nkosi (Nicholas)

NEWS FROM THE SALES OFFICE

News from the
Sales Office
WITH REGARDS FROM CINDY SHEARD, LINDA
BUTLER & LORENDA GERRYTS

SALES
Two sales with a total value of
R10 700 000 were signed in the
first two weeks of March 2021.
These comprise a large twobedroom 11th-floor apartment in
Palme d’Or and a smaller twobedroom apartment with a very
large terrace area in Palm Brook.
These units were sold within just
days of each other.
This highlights that since
reaching level 1 lockdown, we
have experienced an increase in
sales, rental enquiries and
activity at Oasis.
We currently have a 2-bedroom
West facing apartment in Palm
Springs that is under offer.
This renewed activity is indeed
good news after some quiet
months due to COVID-19 Virus.

Wishing you all an extremely healthy and
happy month ahead. Keep your distance from
each other, and make sure those masks
always cover both your nose and mouth!
Kind regards,
Cindy, Linda and Lorenda.

RENTAL SUMMARY
We have concluded several
leases and lease renewals since
January 2021:
January: 4 new leases
1 renewal
February: 4 new leases
2 renewals
March:
1 new lease
7 renewals
We currently have a selection of
quality apartments listed for
resale and attractive rental
properties on our books, and we
hope that the upward trend in
enquiries continues.

This month we welcome our
new Residents
Norma Hutchinson, PS109 tenant
Friedman, PG306 tenant

Two more current Oasis residents will soon reap their rewards
for simply introducing friends to our beautiful resort and then
leaving it up to us to make the perfect match.

ARCHITECTURAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
GUIDELINES TO ADDITIONS
AND ALTERATIONS
On a completely different note,
several new Residents asked
questions about the enclosing of
balconies and what kind of
window coverings they are
allowed to install on the
Frameless Glass doors.
The ORPOA have compiled a list
of guidelines that are available
from the front office.
For your convenience, we have
included the clauses pertaining
only to PATIOS, FRAMELESS
GLASS ENCLOSURES, CURTAINS
AND BLINDS ALLOWED ON
THESE ENCLOSURES AS WELL AS
GUIDELINES REGARDING
SHUTTERS.

Remember the Recommend
a Friend Scheme.

NEWS FROM THE SALES OFFICE

ORPOA ARCHITECTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN GUIDELINES TO ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS
2. PATIOS
Applicable to all open sides and
openings on patios, including fixed
windows built into sidewalls of
patios as well as stacking or folding
frameless glass enclosures
installed as per item 3 below:
2.1 To assist with protection from
sun, roll-down vertical or
horizontal blinds, or a combination
thereof, are permitted.
2.2 The blinds to be manually or
electronically operated provided
no
cabling is visible.
2.3 The type of blinds to be “Soltis
92/Ferrari”, Sunflex, Luxaflex
(including blinds lined with an
outer reflective film) or similar.
2.4 The colour of the blind material
to be white, off-white or light
beige.
2.5 No curtaining or soft curtaining
(with or without lining) of any
type, form or material is permitted
on patios.
2.6 No American Shutters
(aluminium or wooden) are
permitted on patios above ground
and first-floor level (see also item
5. American Shutters below).

3.2 The glass panels to be
frameless.
3.3 No permanent fixed frameless
glass or window sections other
than those built initially into patio
sidewalls are permitted.
3.4 No glass installation on patios
may be done without the approval
of the relevant Body Corporate,
ORPOA Design Review Committee,
the CCPOA and Local Authority.

NB: Items 2.5 and 2.6 are
disallowances to ensure that
patios are not transformed and
classified as habitable rooms in
terms of applicable zoning
regulations.

4. EXTERIOR WINDOWS
4.1 Curtains on exterior windows
need to have linings that appear
white or off white outside the
building.
4.2 Blinds on exterior windows
must be white, off white or beige.
4.3 The fixing of a film to the
glazing of exterior windows is
permitted.
4.4 Cling shield bronze nonreflective film (not mirror type)
should be used.
4.5 The cling shield will provide
privacy during daylight hours, but
blinds or curtains will need to be
used for privacy after dark.
4.6 American Shutters (aluminium
or wooden) can be fitted behind
any exterior window or sliding
door without the approval of
relevant Body Corporate and the
ORPOA Design Review Committee,
provided that the colour on the
outside is white, off-white or light
beige.

3. FRAMELESS GLASS
3.1 To assist with wind protection
on patios, the installation of
stacking or folding frameless glass
enclosures of patio openings is
permitted, subject to prior
approval. ORPOA 30 MAY 2018 –
VERSION 4 Page 3 of 8

5. AMERICAN SHUTTERS
5.1 American Shutters (aluminium
or wooden) are permitted behind
exterior windows and sliding
doors leading to patios without
permission (see 4.6 above), and
5.2 for privacy and security
considerations, on the ground and

first-floor patios (not garden
areas) subject to approval by the
relevant Body Corporate, ORPOA
Design Review Committee,
CCPOA and Local Authority, and
subject to such other conditions
and written adjoining owners’
consents as may be imposed by
the respective Body Corporate or
the ORPOA Design Review
Committee.
NB: Where ground or first-floor
patios are fitted with frameless
glass enclosures,
NO American Shutters are
permitted behind such glass
enclosure, as the same rule and
restriction as under 2.6 above
apply.
5.3 American Shutters
(aluminium or wooden) are NOT
permitted on patios above
ground and first-floor level.
(See also item 2.6 above).
ORPOA 30 MAY 2018
6. RETRACTABLE OR FIXED SUN
SHADES OR SUNSCREENS
FITTED TO PERGOLAS
6.1 Permission needs to be
obtained before fitting any
sunscreen or shade cloth, either
fixed or retractable, to the
underside of an existing pergola.
6.2 Such sunscreen cloth to be
either beige or off – white.
6.3 No other colours will be
allowed.
6.4 Any such application must be
accompanied by letters of
consent from adjacent owners
who have a direct view of the
relevant pergola from any part of
their apartment.

CARE CENTRE AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CORNER

Care Centre & Primary Health Care Corner
BY SR HESTER FORTUIN

As this is my ‘debut’ article, I am using the
opportunity to introduce myself to you.
MY WORK EXPERIENCE
I started my career at Tygerberg Hospital in 1982.
In 1989, I was asked to set up the Teenage
Pregnancy Clinic (I always seem to land in
Departments where I have had to learn fast!).
My experience over many years in nursing
includes Medical, Paediatric, Vascular,
gastrointestinal, Emergency Medicine and
Oncology as a Unit Manager. This has taught me
to handle a diverse group of people. After that
came the move to the Retirement/Geriatric care
component of my journey, ending up at Oasis
Care Centre. I worked in the Physical
Rehabilitation, Frail Care and Alzheimer’s/
Dementia units.
WORKING ABROAD
Early last year, I left South Africa's shores to work
in the beautiful City of Dubai as ‘Head Nurse’ at
The Villa in Emirates Hills, liaising with a multidisciplinary team incorporating different
approaches such as Hydrotherapy, Nervous
system stimulation, Ayurveda and healing
therapy. The patient I managed responded very
well, and it was so rewarding when he started
swallowing, moving his limbs and speaking again.

VACCINATIONS
Lizzie Brynard-Brill, Dr Du Plessis, Sr Pedro, Resort
Management, and I are all monitoring
developments. Lizzie regularly attends webinars
with the National Hospital Network and the
Department of Health. We look forward to the day
when Staff and Residents will receive their
vaccinations. The planning is ongoing and seems to
be ever-changing, but hopefully, we will soon
provide you with factual information.

OASIS RETIREMENT RESORT
Oasis Care Centre and the Residents and patients
remained in my mind while I was overseas.
When considering the move back to Cape Town,
I wanted to return to Oasis and was thrilled that
this coincided with the Primary Health Care
Division's vacancy. Sr Lehmann is a most
experienced and dedicated professional who was
clearly respected by the Oasis community. I feel
privileged to be granted the opportunity to carry
on in her shoes as a Registered Nurse in the
Primary Healthcare Department, working
alongside Staff Nurse Pretty.

In the meantime, please focus on Social distancing,
regular washing of hands/sanitising; and, wearing
your masks. These are basic achievable measures
with proven results!
Kind Regards,
SR Hester Fortuin
Primary Health Care Nursing SR
Cell: 071 5659767
Office: 021 250 0952

ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL

Entertainment for All
BY FAYE SALOMON

It is already April, and everyone is
worried about the third wave of
the virus. Planning an outing at
this time is difficult.
Last month we went to an old
favourite at Jordan. The menu was
limited, but nevertheless, the food
was delicious. We planned for an
outside venue, but on this
occasion, the weather was cold
and windy, so we went indoors.
Due to current regulations, we can
only accommodate seven on the
bus, so we arrange three trips for
every outing. All newcomers are
welcome. Everyone looks forward
to the trip, and it is lovely to be
together. Lucas is our driver, and
he looks after us all.
We had planned to have our early
April outing at the Cape Point
Vineyards restaurant.
Unfortunately, they are closed on
Tuesdays. We had quite a good
response for this outing, so we
quickly had to arrange an
alternative. We wanted an openair environment as it is nearing
the end of summer and we were
pleased that we could arrange to
go to Delheim. Even the
restaurants are struggling, and
Delheim made a special
arrangement for us on a Tuesday
as they too had to make a revised
menu. By the time you read this
monthly Nexus article, those who
booked will have had an enjoyable
lunch at this old-time classical
restaurant.
With winter approaching, we will
have to consider inside venues

Russian tea drinking at Hazendal

and finding suitable restaurants
will be a little more complicated.
In the past, we have discovered
country-style restaurants are not
usually as packed with local
customers as the restaurants in
the city. With this in mind, we
will choose places where social
distancing won’t be a problem.

well; it has an enclosed veranda,
good food and a delightful
ambience.
And, for an entirely new
suggestion, we could consider
Hazendal, which has a Russian
influence. We will certainly keep
this venue in mind for a future
day.

We will plan for our next outing
for the last week of April but so
much depends on the weather,
and if the anticipated 3rd wave
arrives or not. We will need to
make a final decision nearer the
time.

We will advise of the dates
nearer the time but do watch the
noticeboard.

96 Winery Road has a gorgeous
warm environment with a
superb menu, which could be a
wise choice. Last year, just
before the lockdown, we had
planned to go to Glen Carlou,
but we had to cancel.
So, perhaps we can get there
this time. Cassia is also an
excellent possibility. We know it

Marcia has written a special
article about our Story Telling
group. It has become a popular
group, and we enjoy the stories
which stimulate lively
discussions. We look forward to
getting together.
We hope to have a speaker for
the Open Day in May. In the
past, we have always had good
speakers.
So, watch the boards for details.

STORYTELLING

Storytelling

BY MARCIA RAYMOND

The idea of starting a Storytelling session was
greeted with interest, and for our first session in
November last year, we reached the COVID-19
maximum of 15 participants.
Although the Entertainment group handles the
admin part of setting this up, it has really come
about due to Leonia Kurgan’s concept of the
purpose of storytelling by and for adults.
So why do we tell stories? The ancestors of all people
worldwide told stories to help us know and

let's play sudoku
It's easy to play Sudoku. Simply fill every column,
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understand the world around us. It was how we got
to learn who we are and how we got here. Perhaps
the group's aim is not quite so lofty – but one never
knows what spark can arise in the process. The
stories are meaningful to the storyteller- sometimes
sad, sometimes funny, maybe just human – but they
are OUR stories that we share. With the sharing of
stories, we discover that getting to know more about
others can teach us something about ourselves.
COVID-19 has limited us to a maximum of 15
persons, and we have also agreed that the group be
limited to women only.
This is the story I told in the first session – it is one I
often tell in different situations. It concerns a worldrenowned violinist who, having had Polio when
young, walks on stage with crutches. His instrument
has been placed next to his chair. He settles down,
picks up the violin and with a nod at the conductor –
the music starts. But after a few moments into the
violin solo part, a snap is heard throughout the
auditorium - a string has broken.
Silence ensues as the audience and orchestra wait to
see what the violinist will do - ask for a replacement
violin, perhaps? But no, a moment or two later, he
nods at the conductor- and restarts the music.
Thunderous applause at the end - how did he do
that? - it was so beautiful!
His answer: "You know, sometimes it is the artist’s
task to find out how much music you can still make
with what you have left.”

OASIS PHOTO CORNER

OASIS PHOTO
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ST PATRICK'S DAY LUNCH at Oasis was a cheerful
celebration of Irish inspired delicious dishes, good luck
charms and all things green. Thank you to all who joined us!

A PINCH OF SALT

Warm Greetings, Folks!
When I was growing up, there
were very few things that
brought such genuine happiness
into South African homes and
hearts, like a proper Sunday
lunch. The main reason for this
was not solely because of the
food, but because of the
laughter and memories that
were being formed around the
food. I suppose it was like that
all over the world. Every person
no matter how rich or poor, has
a memory that is directly related
to food.
Sunday lunch was a ‘thing’ in my
family. Either we would go to
one of my aunts’ houses, or they
would come to ours. This
involved cousins and aunties
and uncles, and all the dogs
piled into the car for the trek to
or from Cape Town to Tulbagh
or Paarl … no small distance for
Sunday lunch! As you walked
through the front door, the
smell of onions and green beans
cooking, leg of lamb roasting
and sweet potato or cinnamon
pumpkin would welcome you
with a warm embrace. In
addition to the food cooking in
the designated house, everyone
brought something with them.
The table would groan under the
weight of the food piled on top
of it. Roast chicken, roast
potatoes, Tastic rice (nothing
else but Tastic!), cooked carrots,
mint sauce, and 2 or 3 salads
would complete the meal's main
part. And I am not exaggerating!!
I think I am reminiscing about
Sunday lunches because
Sundays at Oasis have become
one of my favourite days of the

a pinch of salt .
week. There is such a feelgood vibe, bonhomie and
warmth in the dining room,
and everyone seems genuinely
happy to be where they are.
So - from one of my favourite
things to another...
Residents have recently been
commenting on how much
they enjoy the cheese straws.
They are buttery, crisp,
flavourful, and just a little
spicy. There are two schools of
cheese straw – the fancy
continental sort, what the
Italians call salatini al
Formaggio, made with twists
of puff pastry, lightly sprinkled
with cheese; and the crumbly,
more cheesy variety, cut from
a shorter pastry, and of an
older vintage, the first
recorded recipe, in Mrs
Beaton’s Book of Household
Management. As a cheese
fiend, I shuffle towards the
latter.
We made these for a couple of
lunches and a tea that we
prepared for Celia Mostert
(seen in photo), who, before her
move to the Care Centre,
wanted to celebrate the
treasured companionship of
her close friends. What a
sophisticated and refined lady
with such poise.
Her refreshing courtesy and
kindness just blew me away.

BY LYNN MACDONALD

Last but not least, folks, since
you seemed to enjoy Valentine’s
Day and St. Patrick’s Day so
much, here’s a little heads up on
what I have up my short chef’s
jacket sleeve for the next few
months.
No dates have been set yet, but
we will keep you in the loop well
in advance. How about a quick
foodie trip through Italy,
Greece, and Mexico? – add to
that something with a uniquely
South African flavour, and we
might just end up in a Shebeen.
From there, we can time travel
to the Medieval Era, complete
with stocks for those who don’t
behave! Loosen your belt
buckles, folks. Or buy some
stretchy pants. 😊
Blue Skies,
Lynn

CENTURY CITY ON THE GROW

Anton Smit open air exhibition
BY NATALIE DU PREEZ
RABIE PROPERTY GROUP

Seen something different around
Century City lately? A life-sized
statue of a man, his arms open
and his face turned toward the
sky, his silhouette etches against
the shape of Table Mountain in
the distance. The figures of three
women, balancing on the tips of
their toes, circling inward. An
enormous female face, its edges
seemingly blowing in the wind.
These impressionable sculptures
are part of a 30-piece collection
that make up the new Anton Smit
Open Air Exhibition launched at
Century City by the Century City
Arts Foundation.
Widely revered for his
overwhelming heads and
monumental African sculptures,
Anton Smit’s works grace public
and private collections
countrywide and internationally.
Anton collects sayings about the
relationship between art and the
individual artist’s experience of
reality. “Art is not to render the
visible but to render visible,” he
asserts, and his art achieves this
in many ways.
Anton achieved his first artistic
breakthrough in 1977, when he
received special mention in the
South African Art Association’s
New Signatures competition in
Pretoria. He went international
when, in 1994, he put 35
sculptures on exhibition in New
York at the Grand Central Station
as part of the Strengthening the
Link initiative to boost trade
between South Africa and The
United States.
Century City Art Foundation
contacted the artist in 2020 to
purchase one of his sculptures,
Voëlvry, for its Century City Arts
Trail collection. Lockdown
resulted in a complete shutdown
of the arts and Anton made his
work available during this time at
discounted prices, with a portion

of the proceeds donated to a
local community.
It was at this time that a meeting
of minds kindled, and the idea of
an Anton Smit and Century City
Arts Foundation partnership
took flight.
“I had a consignment of sculptures
returning from an international
exhibition and when we heard
about Century City’s love of the
arts and its goal to increase public
awareness and experiences, we
loved the idea of an open-air
exhibition.” says Anton. “On our
first visit to Century City, we were
blown away by the precinct. It is
beautifully maintained, expertly
designed and I could immediately
picture my sculptures across all
the green open spaces, some of
them near the canals and others
etched against the architecture.
We were also interested in the
sheer space, it interested me that
we could exhibit from one end of
the precinct to the other, each
sculpture exhibited against a
unique backdrop.”
The exhibition is made up of
various sculptures, ranging from
the ethereal Crouching Angel, a
winged figure which seems to
suspend in the air, to the
imposing giant figures of The
Walking Man and the famous
masks, which have become

synonymous with Anton’s work.
“When Anton approached us for a
possible collaboration, we were
humbled and incredibly excited at
the prospect of joining forces with
such a renowned South African
artist”, says John Chapman,
Chairman of the Century City Arts
Foundation. “Anton saw the unique
potential of Century City as an
extensive open-air exhibition space,
and we are delighted to make his
art accessible for free to the public
in this manner.”
To complement this growing
ensemble of sculptures, murals
and installation art, Anton Smit’s
collection will be displayed from
the one end of the precinct to the
other for two years.
“A map of the Century City Arts Trail
is available online and as a printed
brochure and equally, we have
created a separate map for the
Anton Smit Open Air Exhibition”,
says Chapman. “You will be able to
start your walking, running, or
cycling tour of the collection at any
point and make your way through
to the end. Each sculpture has a QR
code, enabling you to find out more
about the artwork as you scan the
code with your smartphone.”
For those interested in purchasing
any of the artwork on display,
contact info@centurycity.co.za for
prices.

CENTURY CITY

Century City News

SUCCESSFUL CONTROLLED BURN
AT INTAKA ISLAND
On Tuesday, 23 March, a controlled burn was
successfully conducted by the NCC Environmental
Services and the Century City Property Owners’
Association crews under the watchful eye of the
City’s Fire & Rescue Services.
The burn was conducted safely, with no injuries or
damage to infrastructure. Firefighting crews
remained on-site throughout the night to ensure
all hotspots were extinguished. A search & rescue
operation was carried out before and during the
burn, to ensure land moving wildlife such as our
tortoises, chameleons and even our bee hives
were safely removed. The majority of wildlife
found their way into the 90% unburnt section of
the reserve, which will be their sanctuary for the
upcoming months, whilst this part of the reserve
restores with new growth. Within hours after the
burn a lot of insects, small mammals and birds
were already observed returning to the area.
A controlled burn was required in terms of the
Century City Environmental Management Plan
(EMP) and is endorsed by the Intaka Island Blouvlei
Management Committee. The EMP states that this
specific section of Sand Plain Fynbos on the
Northern half of Intaka Island must be burnt every
fifteen years. This habitat requires the proliferation
of a natural fire regime, without which the unique
and irreplaceable indigenous vegetation would not
be able to regenerate. Fire ensures the veld is
rejuvenated and new growth provides a fresh food
source for our Intaka wildlife.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all
the crew and partner organizations for their
exceptional work and dedication, as well as all
residents and tenants in the area for their patience
and for assisting us to ensure the health of our
unique and irreplaceable indigenous vegetation,
which needs a natural fire regime to regenerate.

CENTURY CITY ROTARY CLUB
GIFTS SUNDIAL
A beautiful sundial was gifted
to Century City’s Intaka Island
by the Rotary Club of Century City
Cape Town, cementing a common
vision of supporting and promoting education.
“The idea behind the project is to create an informative and
useful structure for all visitors in the area, as well as to
create an awareness of Rotary and our Club by having a
visible long-lasting monument that creates interest and also
serves to educate.” says Club President, Deidre Crouser.
The Rotary Club of Century City Cape Town was chartered
on 18 July 2018. The Club chartered with 21 members,
contributing to the 1,2 million members and 35,000 clubs
internationally.
"The Club is made up of a diverse group of people, all
working towards common causes which include promoting
peace; fighting disease; providing clean water, sanitation,
and hygiene; saving mothers and children; supporting
education; growing local economies, and of course
protecting the environment. Our key objective is to network
and use our collective skills to benefit local communities in
sustainable and rewarding ways. Long lasting friendships are
a ‘by-product’ of our efforts and the joy and satisfaction
associated with doing good, resonates with our team.”
The sundial is the oldest known instrument for telling
time, allowing us to track the position of the sun more
accurately. If they are correctly placed, sundials can be
used to tell time down to the minute! "This generous gift is
a great addition to Intaka Island, strengthening our focus on
the education of how nature and science intertwine.” Says
Chris Blackshaw, CEO of CCPOA.
The sundial can be found just outside the entrance to
Intaka Island, opposite the locomotives.

A WATER THEMED ART FOR CENTURY CITY ARTS TRAIL
Standing proudly in the middle of the Grand Canal
between Canal Walk Shopping Centre and Manhattan
Suites, Callum Pickard’s Aonyx (or Pair of Otters) is the
latest addition to the Century City Art Trail’s permanent
collection. The Century City Arts Trail currently consists of 25 works
of art in its permanent collection. Follow our social
media pages for all the latest news and updates.

For Century City info phone 021 552 6889 or go to www.centurycity.co.za

Facebook: @centurycityartsfoundation
Instagram: @centurycityartsfoundation
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